LEARN HOW TO USE YOUR eTEXT BOOK IN JUST FEW CLICK!

Please use the links below to watch the video of how to use your eTextbook and become the expert!

1) Install Bookshelf
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/001_mod5_install_windows

2) Creating your Bookshelf Account
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/mod1b_creating_account_publishers

3) Sign in to Bookshelf Online
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_signin_refresh

4) Navigating Bookshelf Online Main Window
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_navigating_main_refresh

5) Inside the Book – Navigating your eTextbook
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_navigating_refresh

6) Inside the Book – Printing
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_printing_refresh

7) Inside the Book – cite/Link
   http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_cite_link_refresh
8) Inside the Book - Copy/Paste from Book

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_copy_paste_re
fresh

9) Accessing the Highlighter Management Tool:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_highlighter_m
anager_refresh

10) Creating a New Highlighter:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_create_hl_refr
esh

11) Editing a Highlighter:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_edit_hl_refres
h

12) Deleting a Highlighter:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_delete_hl_refr
esh

13) Creating a New Highlight:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_new_hl_refres
h

14) Editing a Highlight in the Book

refresh

15) Editing a Highlight in the Highlights Tab:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_edit.hl_hltab_
refresh

16) Creating a New Highlight with Note:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_new.hlnote_r
efresh
17) Editing a Highlight with Notes in the Book:


18) Editing a Highlight with Notes in the Highlights Tab:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_edit_note_in_hltab_refresh

19) Adding a Note to an Existing Highlight in the Book:


20) Adding a Note to an Existing Highlight in the Highlights Tab:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_addnote_exist_hl_intab_refresh

21) Deleting a Highlights in the Book:


22) Deleting a Highlight in the Highlights Tab:

http://downloads.vitalbook.com/tutorials/publish/index.html?did=generic#video/online_delete_hl_tab